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Abstract By removing the orthogonal use of radio-resources, non-orthogonal 
multiple access (NOMA) has been introduced to improve the spectral efficiency 
of fifth generation (5G) and beyond networks. This paper studies the system 
performance in a dual-hop multi-relay NOMA using decode-and-forward (DF) 
scheme over Nakagami-m fading channels. A group of NOMA users is con-
sidered, i.e. the near and far users which are decided by how strong these 
related channels are. Specifically, we obtain a closed-form expression of the 
outage probability of the near/far NOMA users when the several relay selec-
tion schemes are adopted for selecting the best among M intermediate relays. 
As main finding, this paper introduces three strategies including two-stage re-
lay selection, max-min and power allocation based relay selection schemes. As 
main benefit, the NOMA users are considered to employ selection combining 
technique in order to improve signal transmissions for an increased reliabil-
ity in the context of massive connections in 5G wireless communications. By 
conducting numerical simulations, we evaluate the impact of the number of 
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intermediate relays, the NOMA power allocation factor, and the Nakagami-m 
fading severity parameter on the outage performance of the NOMA users. Fi-
nally, the outage probability along with throughout in delay-limited transmis-
sion mode are provided via numerical results and the necessary comparisons 
are provided. 

Keywords Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) · outage probability · 
relay selection. 

1 Introduction 

Due to potential in achieving high spectral efficiency (SE), Non-orthogonal 
multiple access (NOMA) is recognized as promising multiple access scheme to 
implement the fifth generation (5G) mobile networks [1], [2]. Fortunately, co-
operative communications can be combined with NOMA to form cooperative 
NOMA and the effect of fading can be mitigated and a higher diversity order 
can be obtained accordingly [1]. In the open literature, several proposed sys-
tem models of cooperative relaying NOMA are introduced. In [3], to enhance 
the reliable transmission to far users, strong users with better channel condi-
tions serves as relays. the decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward 
(AF) protocols are considered to support transmission from base station (BS) 
to the paired users through a dedicated relay as works in [4], [5]. In [6], it 
was assumed that a shared AF relay is required by two sources can simulta-
neous signal transfer to their targeted destinations using the same frequency. 
To increase the system performance of the waek users with worse channel 
conditions, the switching scheme between cooperative NOMA and orthogonal 
multiple access (OMA) is recommended in [7]. It can be seen such a inter-
esting trend as combining advantages of wireless power transfer technique in 
NOMA to form wireless powered NOMA network [8]-[10]. The authors in [8] 
introduced a novel EH protocol based on time power switching-based relaying 
(TPSR) architecture to implement NOMA together with amplify-and-forward 
(AF) relaying mode. NOMA in scenario of the deployment of simultaneous 
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) is considered degradation 
performance under the influence of intercell interference (ICI) [9]. They exam-
ined on the system outage behavior with important derived results to provide 
guidelines in design of NOMA. To implement device-to-device (D2D) com-
munication, cooperative NOMA network is investigated in [10]. In such D2D 
NOMA, to serve NOMA far user two relaying modes are studied. Particularly, 
Amplify and Forward (AF) and Decode and Forward (DF) mode are imple-
mented to provide signal processing at relay. The authors in [11] evaluated 
impact of imperfect channel state (CSI) information in an energy harvesting 
(EH) cooperative non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) network, and this 
system model includes a source, two users, and an EH relay. 

When cooperative NOMA benefits from multiple relays, to control the sys-
tem complexity relay selection (RS) has to be properly designed while the 
full diversity order still archieved [12–14]. The two-stage max-min RS ssytem 
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containing a relay which was selected to put effort to serve the high-rate user 
using proposed a fixed power allocation (PA) scheme as in [12]. They shown 
that at such sytem with the low rate user was still satisfied in term of the 
quality of service (QoS) requirement. Further, the PA fractions were controled 
according to the instantaneous channel state information (ICSI) to form dy-
namic PA based two-stage RS scheme in [13]. The authors in [14] introduced a 
two-stage max weighted-harmonic-mean (MWHM) RS scheme and a two-stage 
weighted-maxmin (WMM) RS scheme and such a cooperative NOMA benefits 
form both dynamic PA and fixed PA schemes. The authors in [14] considered 
the user ordering strategies designed according to the ICSI suitable for all the 
users satisfying an identical priority. The achievable outage probability can 
be achieved from the simulation results regarding the two-stage MWHM RS 
scheme [14] is lower than the RS schemes in [12], [13]. Reported as common 
results in [14], [15], the low-rate user not only had a higher priority, but also 
was ordered before the high-rate user and it is resulted from the users or-
dered by their QoS requirements (i.e., service priorities). The authors in [15] 
introduced an Internet-of-Things (IoT) system containing a relay selection to 
deploy NOMA architecture. In particular, this paper exhibited a new scheme 
to consider secure performance in such a relay selection enabled NOMA. 

To improve the coverage of 5G networks, opportunistic relay selection 
(ORS) relaying [16], [17] and buffer-aided relaying [18], [19] are of crucial 
importance techniques among relay selection schemes implemented in relaying 
networks. In addition, buffer-aided and ORS provide the lower outage prob-
ability of the network, and it is best fit to apply in delay-tolerant systems. 
In addition, hybrid relay selection (HRS) based on the max-max relay selec-
tion (MMRS) is proposed in [20] proposed. In this papr, one time-slot to two 
relays is allocated in transmission links including the strongest source-relay 
and relay-destination links. Different with [20], by allocating each time-slot to 
either an relay-destination or an source-relay transmission, MMRS/max link 
algorithm with adaptive link selection was proposed in [21] to exhibit enhanced 
diversity. The authors in [22] presented a hybrid MMRS/max link algorithm. 
By prioritizing relay-destination transmissions and/or considering buffer state 
information (BSI) for relay selection, delay-aware schemes are detailed intro-
duced in [23]-[28]. Furthermore, thresholds are acquired at the buffers to fur-
ther enhance the diversity of buffer aided relaying, and the number of packets, 
activating relays further satisfy those thresholds [29], [30]. 

1.1 Related Work 

Different from popular applications of half-duplex (HD), by permitting the 
radios to simultaneously transmit and receive on the same frequency channel 
full-duplex (FD) scheme contributes to improve the spectral efficiency. Due 
to signal leakage, the self-interference exists as the main challenge for realiz-
ing full-duplex communication, and hence the performance gain achieved by 
FD architecture significantly degrades as in [31]. Fortunately, FD communi-
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cations have been successfully deployed thanks to using analog and digital 
self-interference cancellation schemes [32]. The author in [33] considered or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing systems in term of rate region of FD 
links. In [34], the authors studied power-domain NOMA scheme to send infor-
mation from the base station to the destinations, and partial relay selection 
is adopted to decide the relay using the channel state information achieved 
in the first hop. The authors characterized performance by examining both 
the outage probability and the ergodic capacity. In addition, they derived 
closed-form expressions in lower-bound, approximate, and asymptotic analy-
ses to reduce the complexity in computation. Reference [35] presented three 
approaches to support device-to-device mode in NOMA systems, namely non-
energy harvesting relaying (Non-EHR), energy harvesting relaying (EHR) and 
quantize-map-forward relaying (QMFR) schemes. While the buffer-aided (BA) 
FD NOMA relaying was proposed to improve the spectral efficiency of a single-
source two-user network [36]. They employed opportunistic relay selection by 
activating one or two FD relays to support the end-to-end communication [36]. 

1.2 Our contributions 

However, a general case of efficient relay selection in downlink of NOMA net-
work needs more research. This motivate us to study more methods of relay 
selection to improve the performance. In particular, we have new look on per-
formance of FD relaying system with general channel model, i.e. Nakagami-m 
fading channel along with three specific relay selection schemes which has not 
been studied yet. Different from Rayleigh fading reported in most of studies re-
garding relay selection strategy, it is necessary to further system performance 
of relay selection aided NOMA system under other fading conditions. To char-
acterize small-scale fading in wireless communications, other more complex 
but more general models for are Rician or Nakagami-m distributions. The 
main reason to study these distributions since they take into account the 
light-of-sight (LoS) components. Considering the case of Nakagami-m fading, 
individual multi-path components with very similar time delay are modeled by 
the Nakagami-m distribution, i.e. m represents the fading severity. Comparing 
to NOMA relay selection schemes using Rayleigh fading [6], [12], once can find 
difficult to compute outage probability in the case of Nakagami-m fading. In 
particular, higher m means a higher possibility of having LoS communications. 
In general, we provide main difference between our paper and related studies, 
shown in Table 1. Our contributions can be summarized as follows 

– Although the conventional max-min relay selection (MM) and two-stage 
RS (TSRS) strategies carried out in the literature for NOMA system [12], 
we extend to more complicated scenario by enabling FD scheme at relays. 
In this paper, two mentioned schemes are implemented and such TSRS is 
adopted for FD transmission in RS-NOMA mode but also suggest the new 
power allocation based RS strategy (PA). 
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Table 1 COMPARISON WITH RELATED STUDIES. 

Reference Fading PA RS 
Rayleigh Nakagami-m FD HD AF DF 

[5] ‹ ‹ ‹ 
[6] ‹ ‹ ‹ 
[12] ‹ ‹ ‹ 
[13] ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ 
[14] ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ 

This paper ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹ 

– We derive closed-form expressions of outage probability for three strategies 
(MM, TSRS, and PA). It is obvious that the number of relay makes main 
influence on outage performance. Depending demand and efficiency, we 
decide which RS is suitable to implement RS-NOMA system. 

– We performance numerical simulations to verify and recommend PA se-
lected to implement RS-NOMA in particular requirement of quality of 
service. 

1.3 Structure of paper 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the system model 
and preliminaries, necessary for the development of our results. Section III pro-
vides the process for two stages RS. Then, Section IV gives in detail max-min 
relay selection algorithm, while the case of power allocation based RS scheme 
is presented in Section V. Theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithms is 
given in the corresponding section. In Section VI, we present a performance 
evaluation in term of outage behavior and, finally, in Section VII, conclusion 
remarks are provided and possible future directions are highlighted. 

Notation: fZ (.) and FZ (.) represent the probability distribution function 
(PDF) and the cumulative distribution function of random variables (RVs), 
Z, respectively. Pr (.) is the outage probability function and E {.} indicates the 
expectation. 

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND SIGNAL MODELING 

Channel assumption: It is assumed that all channel gains undergo indepen-
dence Nakagami-m fading distribution. The PDF and CDF are given respec-
tively by [40] 

mz −1x − βzf|z|2 (x) = e 
x 

, (1)
Γ (mz ) βz

mz � � 
1 x 

F|z|2 (x) =1 − Γ mz ,
Γ (mz ) βz 

mz
(2)X−1 

xn 

=1 − e − x 

,βz 

n!βn 
zn=0 
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Δ
where βz = λz /mz with λz and mz represent the channel mean power (for ex-n o 

2
ample: λhb = E |hb| ) and integer fading factor. Γ (.) is the gamma function. 

x is a variable. 

2.1 Topology network 

This paper considers NOMA scheme to implement cooperative mode and relay 
selection in downlink. As depicted in Fig. 1, a base station (BS) conveys data 
messages throughout downlink channels toward the first destination D1 and 
the second destination D2 through a relay (R) from the M available relays. 
These nodes are denoted by D1 and D2 respectively. In this scenario, there is no 
direct links between the BS and destinations due to obstacle or deep fading, 
thus the relay selection scheme provides advantage for such communication 
transmission, denoted by SR = {rk, k = 1, . . . ,M}. It is further assumed a 
flat block-fading model is adopted and these fading channels on the links is 
statistically independent and follow the Nakagami-m distribution. The BS is 
benefited by several relay selection schemes to enable one of the M relays to 
transfer its message to D1 and D2. In this paper, the comparison of these 
selection relay scheme is also considered. 
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Fig. 1 System model of NOMA with various relay selection modes. 
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2.2 Signal Model 

We can describe the details of three proposed RS schemes as below. Consider-
ing the structure of transmission block time, we design two phases including 
RS and information transmission (IT) phases. To select the best relay for data 
forwarding, the system acquires RS phase. In perspective of two-stage trans-
mission, the first stage of such RS is to ensure that the user D1’s targeted data 
rate is satisfied, and the second of such RS is to maximize the user D2’s rate 
opportunistically. After this important phase, the considered system employs 
rest of block time to information processing, so-called information transmission 
(IT) phase [12]. √ 

In the IT phase, the source transmits the superimposed symbol x = υ1x1+√ 
υ2x2, with x1, x2 are the signal for D1, D2 and υ1 ≥ υ2, υ1 + υ2 = 1 due to 

more priority access of D1 than that of D2. The transmit power is assumed 
Ps for source and identically Pr for all relay. All channel coefficients undergo 
Nakagami-m fading environment with integer m value. We denote channel fac-
tors from link from S to k-th relay and self-interference (SI) link at each relay 
hk and fk, respectively. The received signal at relay k-th can be expressed as 
below 

yrk =Pshkx + Prfkx̂rk + nrk√ √ (3) 
=Pshk ( υ1x1 + υ2x2) + Prfkx̂rk + nrk , √ √ 

where x̂rk = υ1x̂1 + υ2x̂2 is the symbol transmitted at relay with x̂1, x̂2 

are the re-encoded symbols with zero mean and unit variance, nrk denotes the 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2. Based 
on the NOMA principle, the relay first retrieves D1’s data by treating D2’s 
signal as interference. Secondly, the relay removes the D1’s signal and discovers 
D2’s data. Therefore, the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) to 
detect x1 at relay k-th can be formulated by 

2
υ1ρs|hk|

γrk ←1 = 2 . (4)2
υ2ρs|hk| + ρr|fk| + 1 

The SINR at relay node to decode the second user’s signal is given by 
2

υ2ρs|hk|
γrk ←2 = , (5)2

ρr|fk| + 1 � �Δ Δ
where ρs = Ps σ

2 and ρr = Pr σ
2 are transmission SNR of source and relay 0 0 

node, respectively. Simultaneously, relay forwards signal to destination based 
on DF protocol. Thus, the received signals at user D1 and D2 throughout relay 
k are given respectively 

yD1 =Prgk,1x̂rk + nd1√ √ (6)
=Prgk,1 ( υ1x̂1 + υ2x̂2) + nd1 , 

and 
yD2 =Prgk,2x̂rk + nd2√ √ (7)

=Prgk,2 ( υ1x̂1 + υ2x̂2) + nd2 . 
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where nd1 , nd2 denote the (AWGN), gk,1, gk,2 are the channel coefficient from 
the k-th relay to D1, D2. 

According to early assumption, D1 is a priority device and thus be allocated 
more power. As a result, D1 can directly decode its data by dealing with D2’s 
signal as interference. Hence, the SINR at D1 in order to decode its own data 
can be written by 

2
υ1ρr|gk,1|

γD1 = . (8)2
υ2ρr|gk,1| + 1 

Additionally, D2 only recovers its data after successfully decompositing user 
1 data and applying SIC. Then, the SINR and SNR at second user D2, to 
detect the first user symbol for SIC purpose and to discover its own data are 
respectively given by 

υ1ρr|gk,2|2 

γD2←1 = , (9)2
υ2ρr|gk,2| + 1 

and 
γD2 = υ2ρr|gk,2|2 

. (10) 

2.3 Instantaneous channel capacity 

At k-th relay, the achievable instantaneous rates correspond to the first user 
and the second user are given respectively as 

C1 =log2 (1 + γrk ←1)rk ! 
2

υ1ρs|hk| (11) 
=log2 1 + ,2 2

υ2ρs|hk| + ρr|fk| + 1 

and 
C2 =log2 (1 + γrk ←2)rk ! 

2
υ2ρs|hk| (12)

=log2 1 + . 
ρr|fk|2 

+ 1 

Besides, the data rate accomplished at user D1 is given by 

Crk ,D1 =log2 (1 + γd1 ) ! 
2

υ1ρr|gk,1| (13)
=log2 1 + ,2

υ2ρr|gk,1| + 1 

We continue to examine the achievable data rates for the first user’s signal 
and the second user 2’s signal are respectively as 

C1 =log2 (1 + γrk,D2 ←1)rk ,D2 ! 
2

υ1ρr|gk,2| (14) 
=log2 1 + ,2

υ2ρr|gk,2| + 1 
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and 
Crk,D2 =log2 (1 + γrk ,d2 )� � (15)2

=log2 1 + υ2ρr|gk,2| . 

We continue to examine performance of two strategies, i.e. MM, PA and 
TSRS in the next section. To conduct explicit procedures to determine best 
relay, the consideblack system need CSI information feedback to the source to 
transmit signal to dedicated relay before forwarding to destination. Such mech-
anism further require overhead transmission to estimate CSI at receivers. In 
practical situation, due to delays generated by the feedback mechanism, the 
CSI associated nodes might be different from the actual one. More specifi-
cally, CSI may be outdated, the system may meet degrading performance. 
The deployment of three schemes depends on how we trust on the feedback 
information back to the BS. However, we could consider details in the future 
work. 

3 Max-Min Relay Selection (MM) 

This subsection presents traditional MM scheme which minimizes system out-
age performance. Before having further computation, we consider following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1: We define a function which is used throughout paper as below 

� � 
Δ

Φ (a, b, k) =Pr a|hk|2 ≥ b|fk|2 
+ 1 

−1 mXh−1 n � � � �−k−mfaβh X ne 1 Γ (k + mf ) bk 1 b 
= + . 
Γ (mf ) β

mf k βh
nan n! βf aβhf n=0 k=0 

(16) 
Proof: See in Appendix A. 
We call Rth and Rth as target rates for D1 and D2, respectively. The par-1 2 

tial outage probability of the considered NOMA system with the help of k-th 
relay is expressed as � � 

C1 C1 C2 
rk 

Crk ,d1 rk ,d2 rk 
Crk ,d2OPk = Pr < 1 ∪ < 1 ∪ < 1 ∪ < 1 ∪ < 1

Rth Rth Rth Rth Rth 
1 1 1 2 2� � � � (17)

C1 C1 C2 
rk 

Crk ,d1 rk ,d2 rk 
Crk,d2=1 − Pr min , , , , ≥ 1 . 

Rth Rth Rth Rth Rth 
1 1 1 2 2 

In order to minimize whole system outage probability, i.e. min (OP ), the in-
k∈SR 

dex of selected relay in MM scheme is formulated by � � �� 
γrk ←1 γrk ,d1 γrk ,d2←1 γrk ←2 γrk ,d2bMM = arg max min δth , δth , δth , 

δth , δth . (18)
k∈SR 1 1 1 2 2 
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1 2where δth = 2R
th − 1, δth = 2R

th − 1.1 2 
Since the channels are independent with each other, the outage probability of 
system can be determined as the following proposition. 
Proposition 1: The outage performance of NOMA system relying on MM 
scheme is given by 

MY 
OPMM = OPk, (19) 

k=1 

in which, OPk is given by � � � � 
Δ

OPk = 1 − Φ (ϕ1ρs, ρr) F|gk,1|2 
1 

ω1ρr 
F|gk,2|2 

1 
ϕ1ρr 

. (20) 

� � 
Δ Δυ1 υ2with ω1 = 

δth − υ2 and ϕ1 = min ω1, δth , while Φ and F functions are 
1 2 

defined in Lemma and (2) respectively. 

Proof: See in Appendix B. 
It is noted that, in case of ω1 ≤ 0 the outage is equal one, i.e. OPk = 1 . 

4 Two-stage Relay Selection (TSRS) 

In this research, we adopt the relay selection (RS) strategy proposed in [13], 
however this TSRS scheme is consideblack for FD relaying transmission. This 
section provides derivative analysis of the closed-form expressions of the outage 
probability at with TSRS scheme. 
As recent work [13], it can be obtained the subset of relay which can support 
to successfully transmit user 1 data for relay, D1 and D2. This set can be 
mathematically formulated as below [13] � 

≥ Rth ≥ Rth ≥ RthBR = r` : r` ∈ SR, Cr1 
` 1 , Cr`,d1 1 , Cr

1 
`,d2 1 (21) 

The best relay is chosen by the following criterion � � �	 
b = arg max min C2 , Cri,d2 (22)rii∈BR 

Based on the TSRS principle, the overall system outage probability is given 
by [39] 

� � � � 
OPT SRS = Pr (BR = ∅) + Pr min C2 , Crb,d2 < Rth : BR 6 . (23)= ∅rb 2 

We consider the first element in (23) as below. 
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Defining Ω` as the probability that the relay r` is in the active relay set 
BR , the Ω` can be mathematically formulated as 

Δ
Ω` = Pr (r` ∈ BR) � � (24) 

≥ Rth ≥ Rth ≥ Rth = Pr C1 , Cr`,d1 , C1 
r` 1 1 r`,d2 1 

According to the independence of channel assumptions, the first term of right 
hand side in (23) can be determined as 

MY 
Pr (BR = ∅) = (1 − Ω`) 

(25)`=1 

M
=(1 − Ω`) . 

With probability reported in (24), such probability can be computed as (26), 
Δ υ1shown below, where ω1 = 

δth − υ2. 
1 � � � � � � 

Cr`←1 ≥ Rth ≥ Rth C1 ≥ RthΩ` = Pr Pr Pr1 Cr`,d1 1 r` ,d2 1! ! 
2 2

υ1ρs|h`| ≥ δth υ1ρr|g`,1| ≥ δth = Pr Pr2 2 1 2 1 
υ2ρs|h`| + ρr|f`| + 1 υ2ρr|g`,1| + 1 ! 

2 (26)υ1ρr|g`,2| ≥ δth× Pr 2 1 
υ2ρr|g`,2| + 1 � � �� � � �� 

1 1 
=Φ (ω1ρs, ρr, `) × 1 − F|g`,1 |2 × 1 − F|g`,2|2 . 

ω1ρr ω1ρr 

We consider the second element in (23) as below. 
Particularly, the second component in (23) is computed by [39] 

MX � � � � 
C2OPT SRS,2 = Pr (|BR| = t) × Pr min , Crb,d2 < R2

th , |BR| = t . (27)rb 

t=1 

According to the optimal relay selection manner in (22) and independence of 
channel assumptions, equation (27) can be further computed as (28), shown 
as below. � �MX � � 

C2OPT SRS,2 = Pr max min , Crk,d2 < R2
th , |BR| = t Pr (|BR| = t)rkk∈BR 

t=1 

M tX Y � � � � 
C2 = Pr min rk 

, Crk ,d2 < Rth , |BR| 6= ∅ Pr (|BR| = t).2 
t=1 k=1 

(28) 
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Firstly, we determine the term in (28) as follow. In the event of arbitrary 
relay selection, this outage probability can be determined by � � � � 
Ξk = Pr min C2 , Crk ,d2 < Rth : k ∈ BR, |BR| 6= ∅rk 2� � 

C2 ≥ Rth ≥ Rth ≥ Rth ≥ Rth ≥ RthPr , Crk ,d2 , C1 , Crk,d1 , C1 
rk 2 2 rk 1 1 rk ,d2 1

=1 − 
Pr (k ∈ BR) 

Ξk,1
=1 − ,

Pr (k ∈ BR) 
(29) 

with Pr (k ∈ BR) = Ωk and by following simple procedure, we can obtain � � �� � � �� 
1 1 

Ξk,1 = Φ (ϕ1ρs, ρr, k) 1 − F|gk,1 |2 × 1 − F|gk,2 |2 , (30)
ω1ρr ϕ1ρr � � 

Δ υ2where ϕ1 = min 
δth , ω1 . Secondly, the value of term Pr (|BR| = t) in (28) is 
2 

computed as � �MY−t M� � Y � �M 
Pr (|BR| = t) = Pr rπ(n) ∈ BR Pr ∈ BR , (31)rπ(k) /t 

n=1 k=M−t+1 

where π (•) represents a arbitrary permutation of the relays. By applying the 
same steps in (23), we can yield � � 

M t M −t
Pr (|BR| = t) = (Ω`) (1 − Ω`) (32)

t 

Proposition 2: The outage probability and the throughput with TSRS pro-
tocol are expressed by 

M � � tX YM t M−t
OPT SRS = (Ω`) (1 − Ω`) × Ξk, (33)

t 
t=0 k=1 

and 

Δ
TPT SRS = (1−OPT SRS )R2. (34) 

where Ω` and Ξk are given in (24) and (30) respectively. 

5 POWER ALLOCATION BASED RELAY SELECTION (PA) 

The relay can successfully decode the messages x1 and x2 if the following 
condition satisfies ⎧ � � ⎨ υ1ρs|hk|2 

log2 1 + ≥ R1υ2ρs|hk |2+ρr |fk |2+1� � 
υ2 ρs|hk |2 (35)⎩ log2 1 + ≥ R2. ρr |fk |2+1 
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δth δth2 ρr |fk |2+1It is equivalent with |hk| ≥ χ, where χ = max 1 , 2 .

υ1−υ2δth 
1 υ2 ρs 

Recall that D1 has the priority to be served, i.e., the target rate require-
ments of D1 need to be met as follows: ! 

ϑ1ρr|gk,1|2 

log2 1 + ≥ R1, (36)2
ϑ2ρr|gk,1| + 1 

The maximal power allocation factor ϑ2 can be expressed as follows: ! 
ϑ1ρr

2|gk,1|
log2 1 + ≥ R1, (37)2

ϑ2ρr|gk,1| + 1 

Then, it can be simplified as ! 
− δthρr|gk,1|2 1ϑ2 = max 0, � � , (38)2

ρr|gk,1| 1 + δ1
th 

δth2
Note that if |gk,1| > 1 , the condition is always possible. That is to ρr 

say, D1 can always successfully detect its own message under the condition 
δth2|gk,1| > 1 .ρr 

A set of active relays which can satisfy the QoS requirements of D1 can be 
defined as follows: � � 

δth 
2 2 1BR = ri : ri ∈ SR, |hri | ≥ χ, |gri,d1 | > , (39)

ρr 

The best relay is selected to serve D2 n o 
2

b = arg max |gri,d2 | , (40)
i∈BR 

Furthermore, in order to ensure D2 can be achieve a high data rate, we impose 
a constraint that the SIC can be successfully carried out at D2 ! 

2
ϑ1ρr|grb,d2 |log2 1 + ≥ R1, (41)2

ϑ2ρr|grb ,d2 | + 1 

It can be simplified to ! 
2 − δthρr|grb ,d2 | 1ϑ2 = max 0, � � . (42) 

ρr|grb,d2 |
2 

1 + δth 
1 

The power allocation factor ϑ2 can be rewritten as (43) ( !)
2 − δth 2 − δthρr|grb,d1 | 1 ρr|grb ,d2 | 1ϑ2 = min � � , max 0, � � . (43)2 2

ρr|grb,d1 | 1 + δ1
th ρr|grb,d2 | 1 + δ1

th 

The power allocation coefficient ϑ2 depends on δth and the channel fading gains 1 
δth2

from the best relay to the two users. Furthermore, note that if |grb ,d2 | < 1 ,ρr 
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the power allocation factor becomes zero. ϑ2 = 0, since the relay allocates all 
the power to serve D1, when the target rate of the D1 is high or the channel 
condition between the best relay and D2 is poor. The coverage probability of 
D2 is calculated as follow 

��M

OPPA 
2 = Pr log2 1 + ϑ2ρr|grb,d2 |

2 ≥ R2, |BR| = i 
i=1 

X n o 
M

2 
= Pr 1 + ϑ2ρr|grb,d2 | ≥ 2R2 , |BR| = i 

i=1 

X on 
M

2 
= Pr ϑ2ρr|grb,d2 | ≥ 2R2 − 1, |BR| = i 

i=1 

M

ϑ2 ≥ | |BR| = i2
ρr|grb,d2 |

)
}

(
X
X 

(44)on 
δth 
2 Pr {|BR| = i}.Pr|= 

i=1 {z
η1 

Proposition 3: The outage probability of the consideblack system can be 

)
} 

expressed as 

OPPA =1 − OPPA 
2 2 

M

ϑ2 ≥ , |BR| = i
ρr|grb,d2 |

2

(X δth 
2=1 − Pr {|BR| = i}Pr|i=1 {z
Δ 
=η1 

1 
=1 − �� −1mg Prk ,d1 

n3 n3ρr βg n3!ρr βgrk ,d1 rk ,d1n3=0 

(δth)
n3 

1δth 
1−exp ⎛ ⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 

− 

�� −1 � �n 
mg Prk ,d1 

ρr βg n!βn ρrrk ,d1 grk ,d1n=0 

δth 
1 δth 

1 1−exp �� −1 � �n 
mg Prb,d1 

ρr βg (ε2−ε1) n!βn ρr (ε2 −ε1)rk ,d1 grb,d1n=0 

ε2δ
th 
1 ε2δ

th 
1 1− exp − !i�� −1 ��mg Prk ,d2 

βg ρr n1!β
n1 ρrrk ,d2 grk ,d2n1 =0 

n1
ε2 ε21 11 − exp −× × . 

−1 
!i�� Pmgrk ,d2R∞

ε2 

ε1δ
th 
1 

(ρr y−ε1)2 
1� 1y n21 − exp −� ymg n2βgrk,d1 n2!βΓ mg β rk ,d2 grk ,d2 � n2=0 

dy 

grk ,d1 rk ,d1 �ρr� �mg −1 
rk ,d1δth y1 expρr y−ε1 

δth 
1 y−× βg (ρr y−ε1)rk ,d1 

(45) 

⎞ ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ 
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Table 2 MAIN PARAMETERS IN THE RELATED SIMULATIONS. 

– R1, R2 ϑ1/υ1 m M ρ 
Figure 2 R1 = 0.5, R2 = 1 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.7 m = 2 M = 2/3/4/5/6 – 
Figure 3 R1 = 0.5, R2 = 1 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.7 m = 2/3/4/5/6 M = 3 – 

Figure 4 

R1 = 0.1, R2 = 0.5/ 
R1 = 0.5, R2 = 1.0/ 
R1 = 1.0, R2 = 1.5/ 
R1 = 1.5, R2 = 2.0/ 

ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.7 m = 2 M = 3 −− 

Figure 5 R1 = 0.5, −− ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.6 m = 2 M = 2/3/4/5/6 ρ = 10dB 
Figure 6 R1 = 1.0, R2 = 2.0 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.9 m = 2 M = 2/3/4/5/6 ρ = 10dB 
Figure 7 R1 = 1, R2 = 2.0 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.9 m = 1 M = 2/3/4/5 – 
Figure 8 R1 = 1.0, R2 = 2.0 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.7 m = 1 M = 2/3/4/5 – 
Figure 9 R1 = 0.5, R2 = 2.0 ϑ1 = υ1 = 0.75 m = 3 M = 2/4 – 

Proof: See in appendix C. 
The throughput analysis of the consideblack system can be written as � �Δ

TP 2 
PA = 1 − OPPA 

2 R2. (46) 

6 Numerical Results 

Simulations are accomplished for system performance evaluation in MATLAB 
to obtain role of parameters which have an intuitive effect on FD NOMA 
networks in term of analytical and simulation results. We set main parameters 
as in Table 2. In this section, the analytical results together with Monte Carlo 
simulations in terms of outage probability and throughput are presented to 
prove that the advantage of FD-NOMA compablack with the counterpart. 

In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the outage probability in TSRS scheme against 
the increasing values of transmit SNR at the BS. In particular, by increasing 
the number of intermediate relay, there are performance gap of outage proba-
bility among three consideblack cases M = 2, 3, ..., 6. As the most interesting 
point, equal performance gap for cases of M as varying ρ from 25 to 40. It 
is worth noting that the outage significantly blackuces by increasing ρ from 5 
to 25. It is very valuable result as tight matching between Monte-Carlo and 
analytical analysis based simulations. 

Next, the impacts of different values m of the Nakagami-m channels on 
outage performance of the consideblack system can be seen in Fig. 3. It can 
be seen clearly from the figure that with the higher value of m exhibits a 
better outage behavior in whole range of ρ. This is because larger m means 
the corresponding channel could be better. The Fig. 3 also depicts that the 
outage probability of the users can be blackuced by increasing m parameter. 

In Fig. 4, we can see trends of outage performance versus transmit SNR at 
the BS ρ. At higher requirement of target rates R1, R2, outage performance of 
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Fig. 2 TSRS: Effect of M on the outage performance for cooperative NOMA 
. 
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Fig. 3 TSRS: Outage probability versus transmit SNR with different m. 

the consideblack system becomes worse. It can be explained that the proba-
bility of SINR is computed based on target rate. Therefore, target rates limit 
performance in term of outage probability. 

In Fig. 5, it is obvious to recognize that self-interference at relay leads to 
change in outage performance of our system. In particular, we can see trends 
of outage performance be worse at high value of λf . When we change values 
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Fig. 4 Effect of users’ target rates on cooperative two-stage DF relaying NOMA. 
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Fig. 5 TSRS: Outage probability versus λf . 

of M , the outage performance gaps are clearer at low range of λf . Therefore, 
by blackucing self-interference, the outage performance can be remained at 
acceptable value. In Fig. 6, the limitation of requiblack target rate R2 can 
be verified by varying it from 1 to 5. We can conclude that the consideblack 
system would be stop its operation if we require very high value of target rate. 
This can be explained that target rate exists in the expression to compute 
outage probability. Other impacts of parameters on such outage probability 
can be seen similarly as Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6 Outage probability versus R2. 
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Fig. 7 Outage comparison among three schemes TSRS, MM and PA. 

Fig. 7 provides us the comparison between NOMA systems relying on 
TSRS, MM and PA schemes. It can be concluded that system relying on PA 
scheme is the best among consideblack schemes regardless the impacts M and 
SNR ρ. However, performance of two methods, namely MM and PA, would be 
the same once such SNR is greater than 40. The main reason is that outage 
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probability does not rely on any parameters at high SNR region. This result 
give us important recommendation to decide which relay selection is suitable 
with specific demand of systems. 
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Fig. 8 The comparison between TSRS and work in [13] reference. 

Although outage performance can be controlled by M and target rate, 
outage performance comparison is presented in Fig. 8. The system relying on 
TSRS exhibits its performance gap in these compablack cases, i.e. M = 2, M = 
4. It can be seen intuitively that our schemes outperform that in [13]. However, 
at high SNR region, the scheme reported in [13] can improve performance 
significantly, while our schemes show the floor outage performance at the point 
ρ greater than 30 dB. 

Although outage performance can be controlled by M and target rates, 
performance gaps of throughput in Fig. 9 are small. When ρ goes to 35 dB, such 
throughput is approximate 2 (bps/Hz). Similarly, the throughput is limited at 
high SNR region. The reason is that throughput depends on the fixed target 
rate and outage probability, but outage probability can not improve at high 
SNR region. 

7 Conclusions 

A framework of NOMA system for downlink is studied under various scenar-
ios of RS schemes. We can achieve improvement in specific RS scheme. We 
derived closed-form expressions to show performance of system in terms of 
outage behavior and throughput. Such improvement can be evaluated for two 
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Fig. 9 The throughput performance 

metrics such as outage probability and throughput. Further studies are ex-
pected to exploit the potential of the NOMA system serving multiple users 
with performance improvement controlled by main parameters such as the 
power allocation factors, the number of relay, and target rates. 

Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 1 

It is straight forward to obtain Lemma 1 as below 

� � 
2 2

Φ (a, b, k) = Pr a|hk| ≥ b|fk| + 1 Z∞� � �� 
bx + 1 

= 1 − F|hk |2 f|fk |2 (x) dx 
a 

0 

mXh−1 ∞
mf −1Z � � 

1 b 
βf aβh

exp (−1/(aβh)) 1 (bx + 1)n 
x −x + 

= e dx.mf βnΓ (mf ) β h a
n n!

f n=0 0 
(47) 
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It can be simplified Φ (a, b, k) as below 

n � � Z∞ � �mXh−1 X bk 1 b 
k+mf −1 βf aβh

exp (−1/(aβh)) n 1 −x + 
Φ (a, b, k) = x e dxmf βnΓ (mf ) β k 

h a
n n!

f n=0 k=0 0 

mXh−1 n � � � �−k−mfX bkexp (−1/(aβh)) n 1 1 b 
= + Γ (k + mf ) .mfΓ (mf ) β k βh

nan n! βf aβhf n=0 k=0 
(48) 

The last step can be obtained by applying (Eq. 1.111) in [39], and the inte-
gration is derived thank to (Eq. 3.381.4) in [39]. Thus, the lemma is proved. 

Appendix B: Proof of Proposition 1 

Based on the definition of MM mode using (18), the system outage is given 
by (49), shown in the top of the next page. 

� � � � 
←1 ,d1 ,d2←1 ←2 ,d2γrbM M 

γrbMM 
γrbM M 

γrbM M 
γrbMM OPMM = Pr min , , , , < 1 

δth δth δth δth δth 
1 1 1 2 2� � � �� � 

γrk ←1 γrk,d1 γrk ,d2←1 γrk ←2 γrk ,d2 = Pr max min , , , , < 1 . 
δth δth δth δth δthk∈SR 1 1 1 2 2 

(49) 

Additionally, due to the independence of channels, (49) can be simplified as � � � �MY γrk ←1 γrk ,d1 γrk ,d2←1 γrk ←2 γrk ,d2OPMM = Pr min , , , , < 1 
δth δth δth δth δth 

k=1 1 1 1 2 2 � � � �MY γrk ←1 γrk ,d1 γrk ,d2←1 γrk ←2 γrk ,d2 = 1 − Pr min , , , , ≥ 1 
δth δth δth δth δth 

k=1 1 1 1 2 2 � �MY γrk ←1 γrk ,d1 γrk ,d2←1 γrk ←2 γrk ,d2 = 1 − Pr ≥ 1, ≥ 1, ≥ 1, ≥ 1, ≥ 1 . 
δth δth δth δth δth 

k=1 1 1 1 2 2 

(50) 

The expression in multiplication can be further expressed as (51). � � � � � � � � � � 
Pr min 

γrk←1 
,

δth 
1 

γrk ←2 

δth 
2 

≥ 1 Pr 
γrk,d1 

δth 
1 

≥ 1 Pr min 
γrk ,d2←1 

,
δth 
1 

γrk ,d2 

δth 
2 

≥ 1 . 

(51) 

Finally, with the same step in (45), the Theorem 1 is derived. 
This completes the proof. 
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Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 3 

The above probability η1 can be calculated as ( ( !) )
2 − δth 2 − δth δthρr|grb,d1 | 1 ρr|grb,d2 | 1 2η1 = Pr min � � , max 0, � � ≥ : rb ∈ BR

ρr|grb,d1 |
2 

1 + δ1
th ρr|grb,d2 |

2 
1 + δ1

th ρr|grb,d2 |
2 (

δth 
( 

|2 − δth |2 − δth 
)

δth 
)

2 1 ρr|grb,d1 1 ρr|grb,d2 1 2 = Pr |grb ,d2 | > , min � � , � � ≥ : rb ∈ BR2 2 2ρr ρr|grb,d1 | 1 + δth ρr|grb,d2 | 1 + δth ρr|grb,d2 |1 1( )
δth δth 

2 1 2+ Pr |grb,d2 | ≤ , 0 ≥ : rb ∈ BR2ρr ρr|grb,d2 || {z }
=0⎧ ⎫ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨ δth ρr |2 − δth δth ρr |2 − δth δth ⎬ 

2 1 |grb,d1 1 2 |grb,d2 1 2 = Pr |grb ,d2 | > , � � ≥ , � � ≥ : rb ∈ BR .2 2 2 2ρr ρr|grb ,d1 | 1 + δth ρr|grb ,d2 | ρr|grb,d2 | 1 + δth ρr|grb,d2 |1 1| {z } | {z } ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ ⎭ 
Δ Δ 
=$1 =$2 

(52) � � 
−δth 

With the condition ρr|grb,d2 |
2−δ1th > 0 ⇔ |grb,d2 |

2 
> δ1

th 

⇒ max 0, 
ρr |grb,d2 |

2

1 = ρr ρr |grb,d2 |
2 
(1+δth)1 

−δthρr |grb,d2 |
2 

1 . 
ρr |grb ,d2 |

2
(1+δth 

1 ) 
We calculate $1 

ρr|grb,d1 |
2 − δ1

th δ2
th 

$1 = 2 � � ≥ 2
ρr|grb,d1 | 1 + δth ρr|grb,d2 |1 

δth |2 
2 1 |grb ,d2 =|grb ,d1 | ≥ � � (53) 

ρr|grb,d2 |
2 − δth 1 + δth 

2 1 

δth |2 

=|grb ,d1 |
2 ≥ 1 |grb,d2 ,2

ρr|grb,d2 | − ε1 

δth � �2 2 
= δthwhere ρr|grb,d1 | − δ1

th > 0 ⇔ |grb,d1 | > 1 and ε1 2 1 + δ1
th .ρr 

We calculate $2 

2 − δth δthρr|grb,d2 | 1 2$2 = 2 � � ≥ 2
ρr|grb ,d2 | 1 + δ1

th ρr|grb,d2 |� � 
δth + δth1 + δth 
2 1 1 (54)

=|grb,d2 |
2 ≥ 

ρr 

2 ε2 
=|grb,d2 | ≥ ,

ρr 
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δth2 � �|grb,d2 | > 1 

2 δth 2ρr 1 ε2 ε2where ⇔ |grb ,d2 | > max , ⇒ |grb,d2 | ≥ and2 ρr ρr ρr|grb,d2 | ≥ ε2 
ρr 

= ε1 + δthε2 1 . 
From $1 and $2, we have new result as follow (

|2 δ1
th|grb ,d2 |

2 

|2 ε2 |2 δ1
th 
)

η1 = Pr |grb,d1 ≥ , |grb ,d2 ≥ : |grb,d1 > . (55) 
ρr|grb,d2 |

2 − ε1 ρr ρr 

P(A0 ,C)
We apply the Bayes theorem: P (A0 |C) = , where P (A0 , C) is com-P(C)n o 

1puted as follow, while P (C) = |grb,d1 |
2 
> δ

th 

.ρr (
δth |2 

δth 
)

2 1 |grb,d2 2 ε2 2 1P (A0 , C) = |grb,d1 | ≥ , |grb ,d2 | ≥ , |grb,d1 | > .2
ρr|grb,d2 | − ε1 ρr ρr 

(56) 

δth2 1 ε1It is worth noting that |grb,d1 | ≥ 
ρr − 

because |grb,d2 |
2 ≥ 0.ε1 

|g |2 
rb,d2 

2
ε1 1 |grb,d2 1δth | δth 

⇒ ρr − ≤ ρr ⇔ > 
ρr|grb ,d2 |

2 
ρr|grb,d2 |

2 − ε1! (57) 
δth |2 

δth δth |2 
1 |grb,d2 1 1 |grb,d2⇒ max 2 , = 2 . 

ρr|grb,d2 | − ε1 ρr ρr|grb,d2 | − ε1 

After the analysis, η1 is calculated by 

P (A0 , C)
η1 = 

P (C) � � 
δth 

δth2 1 |grb,d2 |
2 

2 ≥ ε2 2 1Pr |grb,d1 | ≥ , |grb,d2 | , |grb,d1 | > 
ρr |grb,d2 |

2 −ε1 
ρr ρr 

= n o 
δth 

Pr |grb,d1 |
2 
> 1 

ρr � � � � 
δth 

δth|2 
2 1 2

Pr |grb,d1 | ≥ max 
|grb,d

|2
2 , ρ

1 

r 
, |grb,d2 | ≥ ρ

ε2 

r 

(58) 
ρr |grb,d2 −ε1 

= n o 
|2 δth 

1Pr |grb,d1 > ρr � � 
δth 

2 1 |grb,d2 |
2 

2
Pr | ≥ | ≥ ε2|grb,d1 ρr |grb,d2 |

2 −ε1 
, |grb,d2 ρr 

= n o . 
δth2 1Pr |grb,d1 | > ρr 

We have 
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� � 
δth 

Pr |grb,d1 |
2 ≥ 1 |grb,d

|2
2 |

2 

, |grb,d2 |
2 ≥ ρ

ε2 

rρr |grb,d2 −ε1 
η1 = � 

δth 
� . (59) 

1 − F 1 

|grb,d1 |
2 

ρr 

Now, we have new variables as X = |grb,d1 |
2
, Y = |grb ,d2 |

2 
. Next, η1 is 

calculated as follow 

� � ��R∞ δthY 
ε2 1 − FX 

1 fY (y) dyρr Y −ε1 
η1 = ρr � � 

δth 

1 − F 1 

|grb,d1 |
2 

ρr (60) 

Φ1 
= 
Φ2 

It is necessary to calculate Φ1 and Φ2 respectively as bellows. By using partial 
integration, we have 

Z ∞ � � �� 
δthY1Φ1 = 1 − FX fY (y) dy 

ε2 ρrY − ε1 Z ρr � � �� (61)∞ δthy1 = 1 − F |2 f |2 (y) dy. 
ε2 |grk,d1 ρry − ε1 |grk ,d2 
ρr 

Then, Φ1 is rewritten as 

� � �� 
δthy1Φ1 = 1 − F F |2 (y)|grk ,d1 |

2 |grk ,d2ρry − ε1| {z }
Δ 
=ϕ1 

∞Z � � 
ε1δ

th δthy (62) 
1 1− F |2 (y) f |2 dy,2

(ρry − ε1) |grk ,d2 |grk ,d1 ρry − ε1 
ε2 
ρ|r {z }

Δ 
=ϕ2 
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where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are computed as follows 

� � �� 
δthy ∞1ϕ1 = 1 − F |2 F |2 (y) | ε2|grk ,d1 ρry − ε1 |grk ,d2 ρr� � �� � � �� 

δth ε2δ
th 

1 1 = 1 − F − 1 − F|grk ,d1 |
2 

ρr |grk ,d1 |
2 

ρr (ε2 − ε1) ⎛ ⎞i mg −1 
rk ,d2 � �ε2 n1− βg ρr 
X 1 ε2 rk ,d2 ⎠× ⎝1 − e 

n1!β
n1 

n1=0 grk ,d2 
ρr 

δth mgrk ,d1 
−1 � �n

1 X δth (63)− 1ρr βg 1rk,d1=e 
n!βn ρr n=0 grk ,d1 

ε2δ
th mgrb,d1 � �n −1 

− 1 X 1 ε2δ
th 

ρr βg (ε2−ε1) 1rk ,d1− e 
n!βn ρr (ε2 − ε1)n=0 grb,d1 ⎛ ⎞i mg −1 

rk ,d2 � �ε2 X n1− βg ρr 1 ε2 rk ,d2 ⎠× ⎝1 − e . 
n1!β

n1 ρrgrk ,d2n1=0 

ϕ2 

∞Z 
ε1δ

th 
1 = F |2 (y) f2 |2|grk ,d2 |grk ,d1(ρry − ε1)ε2 

� � 
δthy1 dy

ρry − ε1 

ρr 

1 
= � � mgrk ,d1Γ βmgrk ,d1 

grk ,d1 

⎛ ∞Z 
ε1δ

th y−
1 βg⎝1 − e rk ,d2 

2
(ρry − ε1)ε2 

mg −1 
rk ,d2X 
n2 =0 

1 
n2!β

n2 
grk ,d2 

⎞i 

n2y ⎠ 
ρr � �mg −1 δth 

δth yrk ,d1 1y −
1 βg (ρr y−ε1)

rk ,d1× e dy. 
ρry − ε1 

(64) � �i
2

Since the CDF of |grb,d2 | , e.g. , FY (y) = F |2 (y) , then it can be |grb,d2 
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achieved PDF as follow 

�� �0�i 
f |2 (y) = F |2 (y)|grk ,d2 |grb,d2 � �i−1� �0 

=i × F |2 (y) F |2 (y)|grb,d2 |grb ,d2 � �i−1 
=i × F |2 (y) f |2 (y)|grb,d2 |grb,d2 ⎛ ⎞i−1 mg −1 

y rk,d2 mg −1 yX rb ,d2βgrk ,d2 
n βgrb,d2 

− 1 y − 
=i⎝1 − e y ⎠ � � e .mg

n=0 grk ,d2 Γ mgrb,d2 
βgrb,d2 

n!βn rb,d2 

(65) 

Finally, we have 

Φ1 =ϕ1 − ϕ2 !mg −1 
rk ,d1 � �n 

δth X δth11 1 = exp − 
ρrβgrk ,d1 n=0 

n!βg
n 
rk ,d1 

ρr !mg −1 
rb,d1 � �n 

ε2δ
th X ε2δ

th11 1− exp − 
ρrβgrk ,d1 

(ε2 − ε1) n!βg
n 
rb ,d1 

ρr (ε2 − ε1)n=0 ⎛ ⎞i!mg −1 
rk,d2 � �X n11 ε2 1 ε2 × ⎝1 − exp − ⎠ 

n1!β
n1βgrk ,d2 

ρr grk,d2 
ρr n1=0 ⎛ ⎞i∞ mg −1Z rk ,d2ε1δ

th y X1 − 11 rk ,d2 
n2 ⎠− � � ⎝1 − e βg ymgrk,d1 

2 n2!β
n2 

Γ mgrk ,d1 
βgrk,d1 

(ρry − ε1) n2=0 grk ,d2ε2 
ρr � 

δth �mgrk ,d1 
−1 

δth 
! 

y y1 1× exp − dy. 
ρry − ε1 βgrk ,d1 

(ρry − ε1) 
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and 

� � 
δth 

Φ2 =1 − F 1 
|grb,d1 |

2 

ρr ! 
δth1 1=1 − 1 − � �Γ ,mgrb,d1 

Γ ρrβgrb,d1mgrb,d1 ! 
δth (66)1 

= 
Γ 
� �Γ ,

ρrβg

1 

rb,d1 

mgrb,d1 
mgrb,d1 

δth mg −1 � �rk ,d11 X δth n3 − ρr βg 1 rk ,d1=e . 
n3!ρ

n3 βn3 
r grk,d1n3=0 

Substituting (66) and (66) into (60), η1 can be computed. 

Defining Ωθ as the probability that the relay ri is in the active relay set 
BR, the Ωθ can be mathematically formulated as 

Δ
Ωθ = Pr (ri ∈ BR) � � 

δth 

= Pr |hi|2 ≥ χ, |grb,d1 |
2 
> 1 

ρr � � (67)n o δth 
2 2 1 = Pr |hi| ≥ χ × Pr |grb,d1 | > . 

ρr| {z } | {z }
Δ 
=ϕ∗ Δ 

1 =ϕ∗ 
2 

We have 
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n o 
2

ϕ ∗ = Pr |hi| ≥ χ1 � ��� µ2 2 
= Pr |hi| ≥ ρr|fk| + 1 

ρs Z∞� � �� 
µ 

= 1 − F|hi|2 (ρrx + 1) f|fk |2 (x) dx 
ρs 

0 
∞ !!Z � �mXh−1 −1 � �n 

µ µn(ρrx + 1) xmfk 

= 1 − 1 − exp − (ρrx + 1) mfk 
exp − dx 

βhρs n!ρs
nβh

n Γ (mfk ) β βfkn=0 fk0 � �Z∞mXh−1 n � � � � mfk 
−1µ µn(ρrx + 1) x 1 µρr 

= exp − exp − + x dx 
βhρs n!ρs

nβh
n Γ (mfk ) β 

mfk βfk βhρs n=0 fk0 Z∞ n � � � � � �mXh−1 X nexp (−µ/βhρs) n µ 1 µρr−1 = mfk 
ρr
k x k+mfk exp − + x dx 

) β k n!ρns β
n βfk βhρsΓ (mfk fk n=0 k=0 h 

0 

n � � �mXh−1 X n �−k−mfkexp (−µ/βhρs) n µ 1 µρr
ρk = + Γ (k + mfk ) .mfk r 

Γ (mfk ) β k n!ρs
nβh

n βfk βhρsfk n=0 k=0 
(68) � � � �� � 

δth δth δth δth 
1 2 21 ρr |fk |2+1where µ = max 

υ1−υ2δth , , χ = max 
υ1−υ2δth , . 

1 υ2 1 υ2 ρs 

It is further to have ϕ∗ computed by 2 � � 
δth 
1ϕ ∗ 

2 =1 − F|grk ,d1 |
2 

ρr 

δth 
! (69)

1 1 = � �Γ , .mgrk ,d1 
Γ ρrβgrk,d1mgrk ,d1 

Then, the probability for the event that there are ri active relays in BR can 
be evaluated as follows: � � 

M i M−i
Pr (|BR| = i) = (Ωθ) (1 − Ωθ) . (70)

i 

Substituting result of (60) and (70) into (44), the outage probability of con-
sideblack system can be computed as in Proposition 3. This completes the 
proof. 
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